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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Inés Merino García has contributed to the dictionary with 641 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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progenitor
In legal language is the unisex word that is used to refer either to the mother or father of a child. It is exercised, and
holds parental authority and the guard and custody of minors in their charge, with the rights and obligations inherent in
such an exercise.

prosecco
It is a sparkling wine of Italian origin.  It is a refreshing wine and it has become quite popular being quite inexpensive. 

proterno
Incorrectly written. The correct word is prostrate that it defines how the Act of kneeling in senar of veneration or worship.
Verb prostrate before something or someone who is venerated.

pubertos
It is not recognized by the SAR. In other Spanish-speaking countries, used to refer to preteens, that is, that start on the
first phase of adolescence, and they are experiencing the changes of this period of type physical, hormonal and
psychological way to maturity and become adult.

pugnable
It is not recognized by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Derived from the struggle or strive, words that come
to indicate conflict or fight, so it could identify with what can be conquered after a fight. The word that does exist and that
would be its opposite, is impregnable, which comes to be that which can not be reached or conquered.

pugurificon
There is this word, wanting to have meant " purification " meaning refers to the action of purifying, cleaned of bad vibes,
or negative energies.

qanon
The correct word is canon and refers to the prototype of features that are assumed to be perfect in a person. 

que agüevado
Incorrectly written as having to go with accent on the e, and aguevado must be written as ahuevado. Is is of an
expression that tends to exclaim that something has form of an egg, curvilinear. Also to say that someone is stunned.

que aletazo
In certain countries of speaks Spanish, as in Costa Rica, is an expression used to indicate that smell wrong them
armpits or armpits. In Spain it is said sings you the spoiler.

que basura
That was correctly written lacks the tilde in the e. What trash or what shit serves to qualify what is very badly made. It is
a dirty and vulgar, expression very used to emphasize what we do not like at all.

que es gestor
Is the person that manages or provides services managing resources. Speaking as a business manager or the human



resources manager in the commercial sphere or people. Ultimately, the person who manages is one that manages or
directs the activity to achieve solutions.

que es un poema
It is a composition usually written in verse, literary but also admits the prose. It falls within the poetry. They tend to be
works dedicated to the love, the beauty, the sadness, and in general, full of emotion. To the author or author are you
called poet or poet. Among the poets more recognized, is can find the name of Federico Garcia Lorca, Antonio
Machado, Rafael Albert among many others.

que significa bae
It is a word of Anglo-Saxon origin used to tell baby or affection. Also seems that in Danish means poop or shit. Also are
the initials of a company British of aeronautics.

quesque
It there is recognized in the Spanish language, although apparently used in Mexico and perhaps in most Spanish
speaking countries. It's a word abbreviated and created for colloquial use. Also called by that name in the Mexican State
to the street vendor who sells products with alleged miraculous properties and that identifies with medications.

quesque
It there is recognized in the Spanish language, although apparently used in Mexico and perhaps in most Spanish
speaking countries. It's a word abbreviated and created for colloquial use. Also called by that name in the Mexican State
to the street vendor who sells products with alleged miraculous properties and that identifies with medications.

quote
Anglilicism that comes to mean in Spanish quote , quote , estimate . 

qüenco
The correct word and accepted by the SAR is bowl and means container, bowl or bowl that is used to take a soup,
broths, milk or any liquid product or that carries liquids such as cereals with milk. 

rabo de buey
It is part of the ox that are made many stews, much success in Spanish cuisine. Thus, by the example find the soup of
oxtail of ox or the stew of oxtail of ox.

raider
English term meaning raptor, assailant or robber. 

ratimbum
It has no known meaning. The syllables of the word, separated with a hyphen, seems to be that they correspond to a
program of Brazilian children's television, RA-TIM-BUM.

raxet
This word is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It seems to be an urban development that
is to be used to refer to girls who combine expensive brand with low cost clothing clothing Come on, that, on the basis of
this definition, I consider myself a complete raxet.



recabacion
fundraising is incorrectly written, and should be written as "profiling" being its meaning:<br>It would be incorrectly written
because you must bring accent on o. Note that it is not collected in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. Seems
to come from the verb gather, which means to raise or collect.

reconectar
Action consisting of reconnecting .  Reiteration of a connection . 

reconfigurar
This verb in the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, notwithstanding that it may be in other Spanish-speaking
countries is not recognized. Reset is setting, and therefore repeat the action to give shape to something.

recursividad
It is not recognized in the Real Academia de la Lengua. It consists of the art being recursive or have resources to
succeed of any awkward situation that may occur.

redirigir
It is of that action consistent in modify the heading or the address of something. Specifically, it is often used this word
when you are driving and you want to change direction in the March or at enterprise level, when attempting to make a
turn in the strategy to improve productivity or competitiveness. Likewise, in the slang computer and within the navigation
of internet, is says when a page that already not exists redirects to another existing, with the famous redirection 301.

redirija
First and third person of the singular of the subjunctive and third person of the singular of the imperative of the verb
redirect, whose meaning already is defined fully in the word redirect, see link in synonymous.

redirijo
First-person singular of the verb redirect, which means to rectify the direction or the direction of something. It is often
used in enterprise environments to plan strategies focused on improving some aspect that does not work or that does
not produce the expected benefits.

reductivismo
This word is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, while responding to a philosophical
movement called reductionism, whose main axis is the reduction or reduction to deal with problems of thinking also.

regatta
Regatta with double t is an English fashion brand intended for outdoor activity such as sailing. 

reggaetonero
Neologism to refer to the music fan of reggaeton or reggaeton.  This style of music comes from Latin America and today,
although it has many followers, it also has many detractors for the sexist component of its lyrics. 

regrabar
Action of re-recording something.  It's the repetition of a recording. 



reino monera
The unicellular living things, simple, microscopic organisms, that have no defined nucleus and that today are known as
prokaryotes fall under the Kingdom Monera or Monera. These organisms include bacteria in contrast to the rest of living
beings, with cell more complex systems such as animals, plants, etc.

reino monera
The unicellular living things, simple, microscopic organisms, that have no defined nucleus and that today are known as
prokaryotes fall under the Kingdom Monera or Monera. These organisms include bacteria in contrast to the rest of living
beings, with cell more complex systems such as animals, plants, etc.

relaciones sociales
It is said are the connections and correspondences between people or groups of people, which creates a relationship or
union friendly, loving, or job type, etc. It is advisable for health to mingle, in one way or another, because through social
relations fills the spirit and the soul, provided that these relationships will join you who deserves the penalty, must
always escape those that inflict damage, intentionally or maliciously, and especially those in which there are envy,
toxicity and evil. Life is lived once and just have to try to be the happiest that you can, be with who makes you well and
get away from things that disturb you or make you worry.

reldehue
A campsite located in the region of Chaiten in Chile is known with this name. It appears in the trip advisor and define
what those who have wanted to show his opinion as excellent or normal, but on a quiet camping.

resencia
Incorrectly written, being the right word "recency", term used in psychology to refer to one of the modes in which tends to
operate the memory. For example, extrapolating it to email marketing, is when a user is more likely to answer a call to
action (email, cold call, direct markentig,...), the more recent has been their last interaction with the brand that makes
that call.

restriccion social
Cuts or limitations that affect most individuals of a society. They tend to affect the pillars of the State of any country's
well-being such as education and health, remain unpopular measures imposed by certain Governments which do not
have support within the citizenship.

resuspension
It can be defined also as that action repeat the suspension, incorporating the prefix RE, whose purpose is to point out
something that is repetitive or repetitive.

retrogusto
In the wine tasting process, the aftertaste is one of the part of the process that occurs once the wine is ingested.  It is the
set of aromas and sensations that the wine leaves once drunk both in the throat, mouth and nose.  All wines without
exception have aftertaste, which can be long, medium or short depending on what the sensation on the palate lasts.  It is
also called an aftertaste or internal bouquet. 

reya
Seems that Puerto Rico uses the verb reyar to describe the action of leaving group in pursuit of aguinaldo, and could
derive from such action. In any case, may have been a mistake and instead of reya was meant to stripe, which is having
several meanings or uses. For example, it is a fine or thin line formed naturally or that can be drawn on a paper and



other materials by hand. Likewise, it is the line that can be drawn to dry our hair or is the name used to refer to the
aquatic animal, manta ray.

riff
Musically speaking he refers to a phrase that is often repeated in a song. 

rizofago
Incorrectly written by tilde in the or, therefore, it is an esdrujula Word. In zoology is a term used to define the exclusive or
majority power-based roots. It is a type of herbivore. And as an example we found larvae, worms, and some rodents.

roscaya
This Word does not exist. It contains two words, on the one hand, threads and on the other hand, already. It may have
meant " 34 rockery; whose meaning is recognized by the HKSAR as set of stones loosened rocks. Also, thick type
trinket.

roscaya
This Word does not exist. It contains two words, on the one hand, threads and on the other hand, already. It may have
meant " 34 rockery; whose meaning is recognized by the HKSAR as set of stones loosened rocks. Also, thick type
trinket.

salmodio
Verb drawl, which means to recite or sing Psalms, which are poetic compositions of praise to God, Christianity and
Judaism.

saquillo
It is the diminutive of SAC. Takes the suffix - illo that serves to decrease the affectionate or loving things.

sariana
Circassian is not a word recognized or with associated with the same meaning. The right is Saharan, who was named to
the Sahara and also more or less light jacket, multiple pockets and Green Khaki or brownish used by male and female
alike.

sashimi
It is a dish of raw fish or raw seafood, very finely cut from Japan. 

sayonara
Indeed, it is a Japanese word used to say goodbye. Well known is the closing phrase spoken by the actor of Austrian
origin, Arnold Schwarzenegger, embodying the star of Terminator in the year 1991, when he said < Sayonara baby < up
to la vista, baby. It is also a type of sandals or flip-flops, which is a shoe that is usually used to go to the beach or to the
pool.

semiclausurar
Close a venue or half-place, not completely. 



semivolea
It is the blow given to a ball in the air when it has not risen above the player's knee. 

sexad
It is the second person of the plural of the imperative of the verb sexing, which comes to be the mechanism to have
knowledge of sex in an animal, which is apparently not appreciated.

sexapil
Spanish version of the Anglo-Saxon word, " sex appeal " referring to the sexual attractiveness of a person.  It is the
power of physical and sexual attraction he feels one person towards another.

sharenting
It is conduct that currently have many parents and relatives of display photos and all kinds of personal details of their
sons and daughters... or underage relatives. Many bloggers, youtubers, instagramers, etc. Published almost every day
pictures of their children, exposing them without rating the potential consequences for these in your future, you may wish
to not have never appeared in social networks and reproach it in adulthood. I am a supporter of that minors must be
protected and not exposed.

sharing car
It is the anglicanity with which the car-sharing movement is known.  It comes from the English words share which means
sharing and car meaning car.  It consists of the temporary use of cars of their own or others, either all day or for a few
hours.  It is widely used to save costs among co-workers. 

sheepishly
Does shyness in English language. It is a quality of people giving in greater or lesser extent. Who is shy or timid costs
you more socializing is, it costs you more make plays or speak in public, but in the end with age are losing and you're
getting slowly do whatever shyness not let you, but not always. I speak from the experience of being shy to add
shameful.

shia labeouf
It is the name of an American actor born on June 11, 1986. It became known in the blockbuster movie of Indiana Jones
and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull, giving birth to the son of Harrison Ford. Another of his most famous films is the
transform. It has also participated in a video for the Australian singer Sia.

sialiados
It is not recognized by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language, nor is definition to this word. Combine two words, if
and allies, and it wants to mean that two or more people are allied in something.

sicosiado
In countries as Chile and Colombia is an adjective to define when someone is paranoid with something, stressed,
distressed and even obsessed with occasion of any situation unpleasant lived or that believes that going to pass.

siervos de la gleba
After the fantastic definition offered by Felipe, little left to add. The only thing that gleba means precisely land for
cultivation by that name, because they were actually inexorably linked to land regardless of the owner. They were slaves
on the inheritances that grew.



siglas
Is the synonym of acronym, that is be an abbreviation formed by them lyrics initial of a Word, phrase or expression. As
well Felipe refers are often used to rererirse to institutions such as the world-famous UN, or the State as CNMV or
tribunals such as the TS or TC, among others. Also is used for reference is to the type of society business as the S.A.
and the S.L.

significado de la herramienta mancornadora
More than a tool, it's a word used in Mexico and Argentina to refer to women that puts horns to your partner and
therefore is adulterous.

sii
Acronyms that refer to various issues. The syndrome of irritable bowel syndrome or Crohn disease. They are also the
acronym corresponds with the service of internal taxes in Chile.

simulacro
It is that which occurs with the appearance of being real but that is a lie, in order to practice what to do in situations
normally a risk, danger or stressful. For example, will often carry out fire drills in schools, public institutions or companies
so people rehearse how to react and how has to deal with these situations of emergency and danger.

sinonimos
Is incorrectly written since leading tilde in it or, by what the word correctly written is synonym. Is is of one word that
comes to use is when two or more words have the same meaning or sense, and in final, is use a u another is wants to
tell identical thing.

sirgueras
The sirgueras were those big women Basque that to end of the century 19th pulling of them boats from land firm. For
many years did not recognize them or was assessed its work until the city of Bilbao, in the area of Bilbao Olabeaga, paid
tribute to these brave women, recognized them their value and efforts with a commemorative plaque.

sistematisidad
Incorrectly written, since the right is systematically, with c instead of the last s. It refers to what is systematic, which
conforms to a system as a set of rules and orderly procedure. That follows an order systematic is that follows a pattern
or parameters determined and ordered.

smackdown
English term meaning slap, cake or crush.  That's exactly how it gets its name from a fighting TELEVISION show that
was born in 1999 in the US. U.S.  In this program several opponents hold the fighting show with millions of followers
worldwide. 

sobesalido
The right word is protruded or what is the same, that which stands out from a surface or someone who is superior in
some quality than the rest. 

sobreleer
This word does not exist in the Spanish language, although it may refer to reading above, without deepening, without
paying attention to detail. 



sobreprenda
Clothing that is put on top of another.  It may refer to a cover like that bag to cover garments that will be stored for a
while and that you do not want to spoil, or you can refer to the jacket, coat or anorak type garment that is put as a point
and end to a look. 

sofalización
Neologism that defines the act of socializing from the sofa through technologies, giving itself especially among young
adults. 

sonero
As an additive to the meanings provided by the partner, Jorge Luis Tovar, in relation to the word sonero, say that it also
serves to define the singer who improvises a song.

soñar con mangos
In the world of the analysts of the dreams, is says that dream with this type of fruit can mean two things. On the one
hand, that become best situations and experiences to life who dreams of it and on the other hand, means to see things
from different points of view.

sorete
Effectively, as well indicate all which have contributed a meaning to sorete, is that person that is be despicable or
despicable and infinitely, are the Lee that expel from our body after the relevant process digestive.

stalkear
Stalkear, is the version in Spanish of the word stalker, stalker meaning Church. Serves as well says Manuel Penichet to
refer are to the harassment in the networks social that unfortunately so easy occurs and so difficult is of stop and of
control. is it refers to harass to someone through the networks social.

stalkers
Is the plural of stalker, Word of origin English to refer is to them people that exert harassment to others through them
networks social, making them a follow-up of their publications and photos of his life for then coerce and harass. The verb
is to stalk in English and the Spanish version, is stalkear, meaning as the stalker, already included in this open
dictionary.

superfecundación
It involves the fertilization of two or more eggs but by sperm from different men.  Therefore, it occurs when two or more
eggs from the same menstrual cycle of a woman are fertilized by performing sexual acts with different men resulting in
twins from two different parents. 

supermalvado
Qualifying adjective that is applied to indicate that someone is excessively evil or evil.  Excess is created with the super
prefix giving the word the superiority ratio. 

supermasivo
Superlative of massive.  Which is exaggerated in large quantities.  In Astronomy supermassive black holes are those
that have a mass of millions of solar masses.  There is a theory quite supported by astronomers that there is one at the
center of our Milky Way.  Today, October 2020, astronomers have found six galaxies around a supermassive black hole



when the Universe was less than 1 billion years old. 

susanismo
It is the term that was coined by the media press recently to refer to the movement headed by the President of the Junta
de Andalucía, Susana Díaz, who was defeated in internal elections held in the PSOE to opt for the General Secretary of
the party, result-winner, Pedro Sánchez.

sweeping floor pants
This term is which is known in the world of fashion with wide leg pants, whose low crawling on the ground. It's a trend for
next fall 2017, to sincerely and with all due respect to connoisseurs of fashion, not continue because it seems to me
most uncomfortable in the world. There is nothing more unpleasant to go you stepping on the pants low and I don't want
to imagine how dirty that will end after a day jobs and more if it rains. I'll take the cigarettes or similar, no doubt, as a
personal opinion on the subject.

tabaesa
Tabaesa doesn't exist.  It must have been said that it is a term used in Asturias to refer to the iron gate with which the
oven is closed. 

talabai
Not be located any meaning to this word. Bai, who seems to have any provenance or Indian origin is the separate word
in two words, tala.

tap
English term meaning tap or tap.  Likewise, the acronym TAP also means Terminal Access Point or TEst Access Ports
which is a network device that separates data entry from data output. 

taquicárdico
What causes tachycardia or acceleration of the heart rate.  That which causes the heart to beat faster than normal. 

tecnologa
technology is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Technologist" being its meaning:<br>As Jorge Luis effectively
is incorrectly written to go with the tilde in the first meaning o.Como the same, you can proceed to view the definition
given in relation to technologist, also badly written and must be technologist as corrected.

tecnólogo
It is the professional who develops works that require very specialized knowledge. Are those that inside the company
develop both activity intellectual as manual. Not should confuse is with the figure of the technical or technical, whose
difference with the technologist or technologist is that them first performed rather the execution of tasks operational
while them seconds are which mark and advertise such tasks thanks to its specialization. To innovate and improve the
economy of a country is made necessary good and capable technologists.

teibolera
This word is not recognised by the Rae, while in other Spanish-speaking countries, is the word used to refer to the girl
who danced in clubs of seedy, walking on road on the top of a Board while the men watch while you are taking
something.



temazo
It is often used that Word to talk about a song when you really like or that is very good and like in general all over the
world. Also used when we have a topic to study with great content.

tirique
The correct word is trique, the meaning of which refers to several issues. It means pop mild and also, at every moment.
In Colombia, Cuba, Panama and Venezuela used to refer to the famous board game, three in a row.

toallita
Small towel.  Diminutive of towel. 

toji
Actually, the word is To-Ji and is the name given to a Buddhist temple in Kyoto City in Japan worth visiting for its beauty.

tontitop
A term that will pretend in a funny tone to refer to the ranking of people with few lights or fools. 

top knot
It is the name given to a type of hairstyle that is currently among the famous and celebrities. It essentially consists of a
high bun. Lately has been so Spanish actress, Paula Echevarría, fashionable on account of his divorce or not singer
David Bustamante.

transhumana
Neologism that refers to the person who believes in using technology to improve their bodies and quality of life by
inserting for example microchips into their body. 

transnacional
Jesus said is of what encompasses more than one country. It equates to multinational. It is a term associated with the
company or culture. In the first case, refers to the entities that are deployed in several Nations for its economic activity in
a way globalized as for example Zara, you go to the country you go stores follow the same pattern. In the case of
culture, it is qualified to that transcends borders.

treggins
Incorrectly written because it is " treggings ".  It consists of a new type of garment, mixture of leggings and pants.  Hence
precisely its name, from the union of the English word " trousers " It means pants with leggings.  They are sold in the
shops of HyM.  They like them because they are comfortable as leggings but appear to normal pants, and be more
dresses.

trova parola
The Troubadour is a Sung poetic composition, which tells stories of love, social criticism. We found its origins in France
and there were born the troubadours. Currently, you could call thus to the singer-songwriter music.

tulachi
It is a town situated in the North of Iran.



tweet
It is the text message or also called tweet that is written by users of the social network TWITTER with millions of
followers in the world.  The message is published instantly on the web and is a tool widely used also by politicians,
writers, influencers, actors and other personalities with media repercussions to get your opinion on the events or news of
the moment. 

txit
In the area of Iparralde it is said txit instead of bear that is said in batua.

ubicatex
Seems to be that in certain countries Hispanic American, as Venezuela, to which are confused or despitados is them
says that is take some pills ubicatex, that are fictitious, so is focus and is located, of there the name.

uecec
It is a school of Ecuador, with more than 23 years of experience in the education sector, whose teaching ranges from
children to high school. Values that promote at this school are responsibility, self-esteem, love, respect, punctuality and
discipline.

ultimarias
The ULTIMARIAS is the name that the journalist of Spanish press, Isidoro Tapia, has considered to be more appropriate
to qualify for the election process to the Secretary General of the party Socialist Labor Spanish, PSOE, who is currently
alive, rather than the primary. Taking into account the circumstances of the party, the struggle and existing internal war,
above all, between the two candidates with more guarantees, Pedro Sánchez and Susana Díaz, and its decline in the
last general elections, are considered internal elections such as those that are going to definitely conclude with a party
with more than 140 years of history. For reviews, colors.

ultra moderno -na
The correct word is ultramodern in male or ultramodern in female.  It comes to mean what is exaggeratedly modern or
advanced in time. 

ultra nacionalista
The correct word is ultranationalist, that is, all together and comes to define that person who feels a radical and extreme
devotion to his homeland, for his nation, being racist and xenophobic with the nationals of another country by being
considered superior to the rest. 

ultrabarato
Tell yourself what's very cheap or very cheap.  The ULTRA prefix gives the word that superiority relationship. 

ultracompetitiva
Tell yourself about the person who is overly competitive.  The ultra prefix gives the competitive word the exaggeration
character. 

ultrarreligiosa
Tell yourself about what is exaggeratedly religious.  The prefix ultra gives the religious word the relationship of
superiodity. 



ultraveloz
Which is exaggeratedly fast or fast. 

un mediador es lo mismo que un medium?
The answer to that question is that they are not the same or similar. On the one hand, a mediator is the person who tries
to mediate between two parties with different points of view or discrepancies. And on the other hand, the medium is the
person who has contact with the spirits, which sees the dead, that you talk about, it reads the mind and various
paranormal powers.

universalidad
It is the word that defines the quality of what is to be universal, which in turn comes to mean that which is equal or
identical anywhere in the world. This term can be used in all areas such as film, literature, religion, bulkhead wanting to
emphasize the grandeur or the magnificence to cover and reach everyone equally.

universalidad
It is the word that defines the quality of what is to be universal, which in turn comes to mean that which is equal or
identical anywhere in the world. This term can be used in all areas such as film, literature, religion, bulkhead wanting to
emphasize the grandeur or the magnificence to cover and reach everyone equally.

usd
These letters correspond to the initials of the words united states dollars, so you mean dollars.

utopista
It is said is the person who is idealistic, dreamy, and that leaving aside the realism, to view things as possible when
circumstances and different agents make them impossible. They are the people that they say of them, have no feet on
the ground because they do not see reality as the rest but under an idealizadora view.

vairua
It is a divinity of the wonderful islands of Polynesia, in the Pacific Ocean. It is the divine will or divine spirit. There is a
company with that name that sells textile products with Polynesian influence.

vairua
It is a divinity of the wonderful islands of Polynesia, which consists of a group of about thousand islands in the Central
and Southern Pacific Ocean. It refers to the divine will, or divine spirit. There is a company with that name that sells
textile products, oils, inspired by the fantastic and paradisiacal Islands

verguenzudo
This word is not recognised by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language. It's a qualifying adjective used in certain
Latin American countries to define who has shame and that in Spain it is said embarrassing or shameful.

vicisitudes
Is the plural of vicissitude. Are the doubts or problems that are raised before any question not dear. Also consist in those
events that occur from way alternative favorably or unfavorably.

vidilla



Diminutive of the word life, using in particular the suffix -illa .  Specifically, the suffix -illo/-illa is a diminutive suffix of
affective type and, therefore, words composed of such a suffix denote affection or affection. 

virulilla
Incorrectly written since the right is "tilde", which comes to be a checker sign that stands on top of the n to become the
Spanish Jan.

vitanco
Seems to be a product drug that is based in the plant medicinal Rhodiola rosea, as indicates Ricardo Forno. Certainly,
this plant have many benefits for the health, among which should highlight is the quality of strengthening of the system
nervous. It also serves to combat depression, improves immunity, even in sexual function and energy levels.

volver a las andanzas
It is the expression that is used to indicate that someone falls or back to do the same in another time, and not exactly
something favourable or positive. For example, someone who has offence and redo it.

wallhack
Is a word Anglo-Saxon, composed to his time by two words, wall and hack. It is a technique to modify the walls in the
shooting games, making them transparent, opaque, etc is also called wallhacking.

wanderito
It is the noun which is known to who is very fond of football club Santiago wanderers of Chile, the oldest in the country.
Is in tone loving and affectionate.

wardrobing
Neoanglicismo coming to refer to the technique of the people who buy a garment, use it only once and return it in the
time that each brand set to do so, in order to recover the money. It is an immoral attitude, Kissers and cheats because
but you can allow you to buy something, don't do it.

wasap
Actually it says Furoya is misspelled, even though many people to not write the name in English, has been building
these palabros to refer to the World Discovery Communications. It is very practical and useful and must recognize that
calls have been relegated by these messages and it's a shame because in writing are lost emotions, sensations and is
also often misunderstood conversations. For birthdays, we will at least call people, making true illusion today that
someone call you heart and lose a little of your time to catch on.

webiar
Also is the term that is used in Chile to tell disturbing. Is can equate to the expression ghettoized of touching them eggs
or them balls, that is usually used in Spain when someone bothers to another, malmete, criticizes u offends to another.

wingka
Winka sin g becomes a word used by mapuches or indigenous peoples of Southern Chile to refer to the foreigner or to
whom he does not belong to his ethnicity. 

xitle



It is a volcano located on the slopes of Ajusco, in the city of Mexico. Round base and cylindrical. Is located to 3100
meters on the level of the sea.

xoco
In catalan, language spoken in Catalonia, Balearic Islands and Valencian Community, autonomous communities of
Spain, means choco, chocolate. And with a t front and with k, give rise to the word txoko, which in euskera, another
language of Spain, in the Basque country, is used to designate the place of meeting of friends gangs.

xolalpa
San Sebastián Xolalpa is a village in the Mexican municipality of Teotihuacan.

xponsor
xponsor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sponsor" being its meaning:<br>It is not xponsor, that does not
exist, but sponsor, Word which is recognized and which is used to refer to the person, both legal and physical, they are
sponsoring, support or financed activities or projects to others. They are common in all types of events, festivals,
conferences, sports activities, leisure etc. They tend to be brands that want to be known and through sponsorship, it is a
way of advertising.

yendo
Indeed, as says Felipe Lorenzo, is is of the gerund of the verb go, that is it same that split, go or go. Often written
incorrectly, using ll and i instead of the and, giving rise to going or going, words that are not correct.

zambeca
With indepedencia of other possible meanings or applications that may have this word, it turns out to be an idiom of
Chile to refer to the head.

zidovudina
It is a drug to treat AIDS disease that so many people took ahead in the 1980s.  It was in 1987 that it was discovered
helping to stop viral replication.  It doesn't cure the disease but stabilizes it. 

zincho
There is a mountain in the autonomous community of Cantabria, Spain, a mountain with that name. In relation to its
meaning, there is no recognized none. It could have been meant the word belt, which does exist, and whose meaning is
belt.

¡daguele!
Not exists or the verb daguear or meaning recognized in the Real Academy of the language Spanish, without prejudice
of that can exist some meaning in other countries of language Hispanic. It seems to give an expression that seems to
want to say.

¿oca
In Argentina is the word used to refer to the person who has amputated a finger or hand. In the latter case, the adjective
of manco receives or manca.


